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Abstract: Ethnographic workplace studies in design tend to focus on the existing work practices either to inform the initial design of new information technology (IT) systems or as studies evaluating work practices after a system has been implemented and taken into use. However, ethnography may also prove efficient in identifying, analyzing, and evaluating changes in work practices that emerge from using the IT system as part of the design and implementation of this system. This is possible since the technical frameworks used for large IT systems are becoming highly configurable. This article presents an example from a case where a fully functional prototype of a large Electronic Patient Record (EPR) system was designed, implemented, used as a pilot study, and subjected to evaluations based on ethnographic observations. The case demonstrates how a new and important role for ethnography can be established as an integral part of iterative approaches to design and organizational implementation of large IT systems. The role of ethnography can be expanded from a descriptive role (describing existing work practices or the situation after a complete implementation) to a constructive role focusing on appropriating new IT to the work practices of the users.
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Introduction

IN A DESIGN context the aim of ethnography is to develop a thorough understanding of work practices as a basis for the design of IT systems (Simonsen and Kensing, 1997; 1998). A major tenet of ethnography is that work is a socially organized activity where the actual behavior differs from how it is described, prescribed, or envisioned. This implies that ethnographically inspired workplace studies must include observations, and when possible observations supported by video analyses (Blomberg et al., 1993).

Ethnographic workplace studies are an established approach both within design as well as within evaluations of the use of IT systems that support work organization and work practices in organizations. For large IT systems, ethnography has traditionally been used in two different ways: (1) analyzing the existing work practices (prior to system implementation), in order to inform a subsequent design and implementation of new IT systems, or (2) as studies evaluating work practices after a system have been fully implemented and taken into use. (See figure 1).

Using ethnography in design (left side of figure 1) has been acknowledged especially within the fields of Participatory Design (PD) (e.g. Greenbaum and Kyng, 1991; Schuler and Namioka, 1993; Bødker et al., 2004) and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) (e.g. Sommerville et al., 1992; Hughes et al., 1993; Luff et al., 2000).
The projects reported on in the PD literature have been restricted to small-scale systems often driven by researchers (Oostveen, Clement and Besselaar, 1993; Oostveen and Besselaar, 2004) or to the initial phase of larger-scale information-systems development followed by a conventional contractual bid (Kensing, 2000; Bødker et al., 2004). An example is the renowned UTOPIA project (Ehn, 1988), concerning a large-scale information system that only included an initial design phase. Large-scale PD projects using ethnography have also been undertaken in the Danish Radio (Kensing et al., 1998) and Maersk shipping (Christensen et al., 1998) companies. These projects included initial design but were followed up by a contractual bid and a conventional procurement and implementation process. The CSCW literature reveals a similar pattern as PD. Plowman et al.’s (1995) extensive literature review describe a dominant approach of sociologists conducting the ethnographic studies of existing work practices before the introduction of new IT and informing designers of their findings, such as in debriefing meetings (for examples see Sommerville et al., 1992; Hughes et al., 1993; Luff et al., 2000).

Evaluations of the use of IT (right side of figure 1) is generally known from Science and Technology Studies (STS) (Sismondo, 2003) and in particular with regard to large IT systems within sociotechnical studies related to the healthcare domain (Berg, 1999; Berg et al., 2003; Stoop and Berg, 2003). Ethnographically based evaluations of IT systems in use resemble the above mentioned workplace studies from PD and CSCW. Pirnejad et al. (2008) evaluated the impact of a physician order entry IT system with an analysis including both the situation before the system was implemented as well as after it was brought into use. Evaluation studies provide important insights and implications in general with regard to the design of new large IT systems. Although they might be not related to the design process within a specific IT project. For example, Jirotka et al. (2005) highlighted the importance of trust, accountability, and visibility of work in a case where clinicians used a system supporting distributed use of breast cancer screening. Hartswood et al. (2003b) conducted an ethnographic analysis of work at a toxicology ward. This analysis stressed the clinicians’ efforts in interpreting the available information, achieving mutual understanding and alignment, and
reaching an agreement on how to proceed with patient treatment. Hartswood et al. (2003a, p. 392) argued for the need of analyses focusing on “what happens as the [clinician] grapple with the problems of applying IT, appropriating its functionalities and affordances into their work practices and relations”. In this article we demonstrate how this can be done as an integrated part of iterative approaches to design and organizational implementation of large IT systems.

The iterative prototyping approach is well-known within information systems (IS) in general (Floyd, 1984; Budde et al., 1992). Prototyping refers to the process of creating a working model in advance (a prototype), that exhibits essential features of the final product (the IT system) and in order to test various aspects of a design, illustrate ideas or features, and finally gather early feedback and experiences from usage. The iterative approach is most often illustrated as an iterative process reflecting the hermeneutic circle as in the task-artifact cycle presented by Carroll et al. (1991) (see figure 2). The task-artifact cycle outlines an evolution when introducing new IT systems because the implementation of IT impacts the task and hereby opens up for new possibilities: “A task implicitly sets the requirements for the development of artifacts to support it; an artifact suggests possibilities and introduces constraints that often radically redefine the task for which the artifact was originally developed” (ibid, p.79). Carroll et al., (1991) suggest the use of scenarios in order to help the users to better imagine the implications of the envisioned IT systems.

![Figure 2: The Task-Artifact Cycle Presented by Carroll et al (1991)](image)

Studies of small groupware systems that allow quick ‘evolutions’ (in terms of design, use, and subsequent redesign of the application) have stressed the point of actually using the IT system supporting real situated work tasks in order to comprehend the possibilities and constraints imposed by the artifact. Orlikowski and Hofman (1997) have characterized this as ‘improvisational change management’ and made the distinction between anticipated and unanticipated change – where the latter might be further distinguished as emergent and opportunity-based change. Anticipated change is planned ahead and occurs as intended by the originators of the change. Emergent change is defined as local and spontaneous change, not originally anticipated nor intended. Such change does not involve deliberate actions but grows out of practice. Opportunity-based change is purposefully introduced change resulting
from unexpected opportunities, events, or breakdowns that possibly arise after the introduction of a new information system: “Over time, however, use of the new technology will typically involve a series of opportunity-based, emergent, and further anticipated changes, the order of which cannot be determined in advance because the changes interact with each other in response to outcomes, events, and conditions arising through experimentation and use” (ibid, p.13). Though this is very much in line with the findings from the ethnographic evaluation studies mentioned above, the question is, if such an ‘improvisational’ iterative approach is possible with regards to large IT systems.

Traditionally, iterative prototyping has been conducted as the initial phase of an overall development process using exploratory and experimental prototypes and leading to a contractual bid (in commercial settings) (Kensing, 2000; Bødker et al., 2004). And typically, the development process succeeding the contractual bid is based on a traditional sequential waterfall type process, where the system is ‘rolled out’ in the organization (Davis, 1990).

Today however, large-scale IT systems are increasingly changed from being standard, one-size-fits-all systems to an ‘era of configurability’ (Balka et al., 2005) including flexible, generic frameworks (Bansler and Havn, 1994). Configurable frameworks include high-level configuration tools (typically XML based) and embed standard interfaces for other systems as well as general business logic for specific domains. One example is the Oracle Healthcare Transaction Base (HTB)™, which forms a development framework that enables an agile modeling of processes and objects native to the healthcare domain. Such generic frameworks can be relatively efficiently configured to support individual needs in a manner comparable to earlier studies of small groupware applications (e.g. Orlikowski, 1996; Bentley et al., 1997; Appelt, 1999).

The ‘era of configurability’ introduces increasingly mature technological means for an iterative, real-life experimentation-based design approach, comprising design as well as organizational implementation of large IT systems. Evaluations within the iterative cycles enable a new role of ethnography by identifying and analyzing changes to work practices that emerge from experimental use of the IT system (see figure 3).

---

Figure 3: A New Role for Ethnography as an Integral Part of Iterative Approaches to Design and Organizational Implementation of Large IT Systems

The iterative design process outlined in figure 3 is derived from Simonsen and Hertzum (2008) and emphasizes the evaluation of systems through exposing them to real situated work practices (Suchman, 1987). The starting point of an iteration are the changes that are anticipated and aimed for. The anticipated changes are further specified, for example in
terms of what effects are expected from using the system. The system (or a part/prototype of it) is then implemented and tried out under conditions as close as possible to real use – a process which is referred to as a pilot study (Rodney Turner, 2005; Glass, 1997). Actual use of the system allows for emergent and opportunity-based changes to occur. The ethnographically based evaluation supports the awareness of such unanticipated changes and informs subsequent iterations, allowing selected emergent changes to be treated as opportunity-based and new anticipated change.

In the following, the process outlined in figure 3 is exemplified through a large-scale case in the Danish healthcare sector. Results from using the ethnographically based evaluation are presented, and the prospects and implications for this role of ethnography are discussed.

The Case

The case took place in a hospital in Roskilde, Denmark, at a neurological stroke unit treating patients with acute apoplexy. The case is described in detail by Simonsen and Hertzum (2008). An advanced prototype of a large EPR system was designed, implemented, used in a large-scale real-life pilot study, and subjected to an ethnographically based evaluation.

The overall anticipated change that the experiment aimed for was to implement a fully IT functional EPR that included support for the clinical process and replaced all paper-based patient records. The clinicians at the stroke unit specifically requested support in obtaining patient overview and mutual coordination.

The experiment was prepared throughout 5 months. Clinical personnel in cooperation with the vendor (CSC Scandihealth), the hospital’s EPR unit, and two researchers (including the author of this article) configured the EPR system supporting the stroke units’ patient trajectories. The clinicians used the system 24 hours a day throughout a pilot study lasting one week. The ethnographically based evaluation reported on in this article focused on the clinicians’ use of a large shared EPR display during highly collaborative situations.

The anticipated changes were specified in the first part of the experiment during five consecutive full-day PD workshops. Main parts of the system were designed and configured during three consecutive workshops: At one workshop, mock-ups were drawn on flip-over charts. At the following workshop, a preliminary non-interactive PowerPoint prototype was discussed. At a third workshop, a running prototype was demonstrated, discussed, and evaluated.

The vendor undertook the technical development of the EPR system. The system was based on Oracle’s Healthcare Transaction Base, comprised of a total of 243 screens, and included real-time integration with the hospital’s patient-administrative system, its medication system, and several of its laboratory systems. The system involved stationary and portable PC’s and PDAs for bedside measurement of patient parameters (temperature, blood pressure, etc.). Data from the hospital’s patients from the previous five years (in total more than 26 million records from 330,000 patients) were migrated to the system prior to the pilot study in order to have access to past information about patients and to obtain a realistic data load.

A 24 hour staffed back-office were established, and Wizard-of-Oz techniques used to simulate a fully integrated system. If the clinicians initiated transactions that included other wards at the hospital (other wards that were not included in the experiment), this would be captured in the back-office, mailed in the conventional fashion, and then when the results
arrived they would be entered into the system. In this way the clinicians experienced the system as if all transactions were really IT supported (except for maybe a slight time delay).

During the 5 days of the pilot study, we investigated the clinicians’ work when using the EPR system. Our observations focused on emergent changes especially regarding the nurses’ work during two highly collaborative situations:

- **Nursing handover**, happening three times a day at the beginning of each nursing shift (7am, 3pm, and 11pm) and lasting an hour. In the stroke unit there was no time for the nurses leaving the ward to discuss patients with the nurses on the next shift. During nursing handovers, one nurse was designated as the team leader and provided an overview of the patients at the ward and managed the necessary coordination and exchange of information. This nurse reviewed the patient records immediately prior to the handover and then, during the handover, orally informed the others about patient status and plans for the upcoming shift.

- **Team conference**, taking place once every weekday, lasting approximately 15 minutes and including all clinicians. The team conference took place within an hour after the nursing handover at the beginning of the day shift. An interdisciplinary assessment of each patient was carried out and plans were revised. The current status of each patient was given orally by a nurse (the team leader from the preceding nursing handover), and an overview of current plans was available by means of a table drawn up on a large whiteboard or by means of, during the pilot study, a shared EPR display projected on the wall.

The nursing handovers and team conferences took place in a designated room where the EPR was displayed by projecting a PC screen onto the wall using a standard projector mounted on the ceiling. We observed 9 nursing handovers and 5 team conferences, all performed using the EPR system. Prior to the pilot study, we got acquainted with these situations by observing 6 nursing handovers and 7 team conferences. In total, the observations of nursing handovers and team conferences comprised 16 hours of clinical work, involving 35 patients and more than 20 clinicians.

Each observation was done by one researcher acting as an observing participant (Blomberg et al., 1993), i.e. sitting in the room where the handover or team conference took place, while being as unobtrusive as possible. All observations were documented by the researchers by writing notes. Selected sessions were audio and video recorded, while the full-motion screen interaction with the EPR system was recorded in parallel.

During the pilot study, the researchers were present at the ward during the day-shift (7am through 4pm). This allowed us to ask clarifying questions when the clinicians were not busy as well as to arrange follow-up interviews. We conducted five interviews with three nurses, one physical therapist, and one speech therapist. These interviews elaborated details from our observations and clarified our immediate interpretations. All our interviews have been audio-recorded and later transcribed into extended summaries as part of our field notes. A few days after the pilot study we conducted a group interview with three nurses evaluating their impressions especially with regard to our main observations. Finally, we interviewed the nurse acting as the team leader and presented our results from our ethnographic records, for verification.
The evaluation and the anonymous involvement of patients were authorized by the hospital. Our observations, interviews, audio-, video-, and screen-recordings were authorized by the stroke unit and approved by the participating clinicians.

**Results**

Even though the pilot study lasted only five days, 183 out of in total 482 (almost 4 out of 10) of the clinicians’ ideas and suggestions for changes and improvements to the EPR system were recorded during this period where the system was for the first time exposed to real clinical work. This clearly emphasizes the importance of conducting real-life evaluations as part of the overall design and implementation strategy.

Our observations of the traditional paper-based nursing handovers and team conferences (prior to the pilot study) showed a common characteristic regarding the nurse acting as team leader. The nurse team leader would hold the paper record in her hand and read out key status information that she had prepared before the team conference - and the others would listen to her presentation. Thus, the team leader informs the other participants about the patient by reading information from own notes supplemented by the paper-based patient record, which is available to the team leader only. This oral handover of information from the team leader to the other participating clinicians represents a long-standing and common practice within nursing handovers (Strange, 1996). The oral shift report maintains the team leader’s role as chair during the handover and constitutes what we can characterize as a gatekeeper (Allen, 1977), controlling access to the information in the patient record. In the pilot study the EPR was displayed on the wall during nursing handovers and team conferences. Such a large shared EPR display reduces the gatekeeper’s role to navigating the EPR; its content is available to all participants (see figure 4).

The use of a shared EPR display led to interesting observations identifying changes to the collaboration among the clinicians during nursing handovers and team conferences. We observed an immediate emergent change as the traditional oral way of informing about patient status changed to collectively reading the information on the shared display. This in turn was followed by other unanticipated changes of which we will further elaborate two:

*Collective investigation of the patient record at the nursing handover.* As a result of the ability to collectively read the patient record on the shared display, we observed that the nurses initiated collective investigations of the patient record: During the use of paper records we observed that patient records were seldom seen by clinicians other than the team leader, except in cases for example where the handwriting was unreadable. During the pilot study patient records (on the shared display) were repeatedly inspected by all nurses present at the handovers, and they collectively participated in interpreting the status and condition of patients. A few collective investigations at the team conference were also identified but this conference does not leave much time for such clarifying investigations (lasting only 15 minutes as compared to the one hour nursing handover).

*Sharing nursing observations during the team conference.* The nurses experienced how the shared display designed for the team conferences formed the agenda for these conferences. During the pilot study the nurses initiated a change of this screen – influencing the agenda of the team conferences. The change consisted in adding a panel specifying selected nursing observations of relevance to the team conference. This way, the nurses’ observations became more salient to the clinicians as they were forming their overview of the status of the patients.
The nurses themselves were in charge of which of their observations were to be communicated to the other physicians present at the team conferences. The panel required selected and condensed observations to be recorded – and introduced thus more structure than the traditional chronological and narrative nursing report (Strange, 1996).

The collaboratively available patient records supported the clinicians in getting a more instant and efficient overview, which enabled especially the nurses to engage in collective investigation and, thereby, strengthened their possibilities for gaining thorough insight into patients’ conditions.

The collective investigations fostered a mutual learning process where the nurses shared their observations and interpretations and in that way stimulated clarification of open issues and a pursuit of hypotheses about the patient’s status and condition. The nurse team leader’s role of information gatekeeper faded in favor of a handover characterized by peer-review, second opinions, and the establishment of a professional confidence based on collaboratively developing an understanding of the patients.

The nurses’ confidence in their observations was demonstrated at the team conferences. The nurses quickly recognized a possibility for impacting the conference agenda by means of nursing observations visible on the shared display, and they managed to change the design of this display to include their observations. This increased the visibility and prominence of the nurses’ work at the team conferences and thereby supported a cross-disciplinary element of clinical work.

**Conclusion**

The ethnographic analysis presented in this article investigated how clinical work was affected by making EPR information available on a large, shared display during two situations demanding a high level of coordination: Nursing handovers and team conferences. The analysis
clarified how new ways of handling their work emerged for the clinicians as they experienced and incorporated the shared EPR display in their collaborative work practice. In summary, we found that the nurses:

- Abandoned oral presentation of patient records in favor of collective reading. This constitutes a substantial departure from a long-standing nursing practice, triggered by the availability of the shared EPR display and quickly encountered and adopted by the nurses.
- Engaged in collective investigation of patient records during change of shift. The shared EPR displays seemed more efficient at providing an overview of patients than oral presentation. This resulted in more nurses taking active part in interpreting the status and condition of patients, hereby stimulating a mutual learning situation and what might be labeled as ‘empowering’ the nurses (Murnane, 2005).
- Made nursing observations a prominent, shared resource during team conferences. By having a panel with selected nursing observations added to the EPR display, these observations became part of the shared agenda with no further need for nurses to compete and tell about their observations.

These findings provide valuable insights with regard to new possibilities for anticipated change in subsequent iterations of the design and organizational implementation (see figure 3). These insights, among others, include:

- Enabling a different role for the nurse team leader alleviates the preparation time – when there is no traditional oral presentation.
- Organizing team conferences supports and enhances cross-disciplinary information exchange and coordination.
- Designing the user interface to provide specific support for collective investigation of patient records during handovers and team conferences.
- Providing panels and stimulating ‘empowerment’ occurs for different groups of clinicians with profession specific observations during team conferences (at the stroke unit this includes physicians, nurses, neuropsychologists, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, and speech therapists).
- Enabling a more structured recording making it more accessible and easier for the different groups of clinicians to indicate their observations in panels during team conferences.

The new role for ethnography can be characterized as combining the two traditional roles (see figure 1) and taking a constructive approach as an integral part of the design and implementation of large scale systems. This also gives certain implications.

Pilot studies, like the case described in this article, are very resource demanding and need to balance, on the one hand, evaluating early and quickly to conserve resources, and, on the other hand, evaluating after a longer period of time to allow emergent and opportunity-based changes to develop. In practice, one might expect a tendency towards rather short-term pilot studies. In the case described in this article, the pilot study lasted only 5 days. This requires the ethnographic observations to be well prepared, focused, and critical towards bias:

- The situations to observe must carefully be selected and prioritized, for example in order to allow for observations of ‘before-situations’ and subsequent comparison with ‘after-situations’ where the system is put into use.
• The time allowed for observations during the use of the system might be very short thus requiring intensive, short-termed observations, also referred to as ‘quick-and-dirty’ ethnography (Hughes et al., 1995) or ‘rapid’ ethnography (Millen, 2000).
• The observations must be focused on identifying and analyzing emergent and opportunity-based change with the aim of uncovering which of these should be included as anticipated change in the following iterations or in the final implementation of the system.
• The ethnography must be critical not only in the traditional sense of identifying unintended and undesirable outcomes. A special awareness needs to be ascribed to the limitations, constraints, and biases because of the iterative experiment: This includes for example the learning curve, how well or poorly the users were prepared, the effect of the experiment itself (“being-in-a-study effect”), etc.

The prospect of using ethnography as a means for evaluating emergent changes yields methodological implications for how to develop and evaluate IT systems such as EPR systems. Used consistently, through several iterative cycles, such ethnographically based evaluations might identify and select emergent changes and turn them into new planned ahead anticipated changes in the subsequent implementation of the system. In this way, ethnography can be expanded with regards to its traditional role from a descriptive role (describing existing work practices or the situation after a complete implementation) to an active part of the design and organizational implementation process and focusing on appropriating new IT to the work practices of the users. This constructive role of ethnography represents a change from a descriptive observer to what resembles the participatory designer. With the expansion of this role, ethnography can help incorporate the evolving capabilities, emerging practices, and unanticipated outcomes, and thus support the adaption of both the technology and the organization appropriately and effectively.
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